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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.2 Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
(1) The Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO) automatically removes any missed weft not inserted in the

normal posture and restarts the weaving machine. The TAPO is activated when the right weft feeler
detects a missed pick (such as loop, crimp, and contraction).

(2) When the TAPO is in operation, the signal indicator flashes, informing operators that the weaving
machine is on halt due to the recovery operation.

(3) If the missed pick is not removed completely, the green lamp will come on instead of all lamps flashing, to
signal operator intervention is required.
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5.2  Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
5.2.1 TAPO Operation Details, Combined with Weaving Machine Operation
(1) If the weft feeler WF1 at the right-hand side detects a missed pick, blow nozzle 4 and suction nozzle 12

start jetting.
(2) Electromagnetic cutter 1 mounted at the left-hand side quits cutting weft 3 fed through main nozzle 2.
(3) The electromagnetic pin on the electric drum stops operation to interrupt the next pick.
(4) The electric drum which caused a missed pick releases the weft of one-pick length which will be brought

through blow duct 5 and suction duct (I) 6 into suction duct (II) 7 by a jet of air produced in step (1).
(5) The machine stops running.
(6) The machine makes blow nozzle 4 stop jetting and it reverses up to the pick-finding crank angle.
(7) The signal indicator starts flashing.
(8) Nip roller 8 lowers to hold the weft yarn between 8 and take-up roller 9. Missed pick sensor actuator 10

detects the nipped weft yarn.
(9) Cutter 11 cuts off weft yarn 3 coming through main nozzle 2.
(10) Take-up roller 9 rotates to take up the missed weft yarn.
(11) The missed-pick sensor stops working.
(12) All lamps in the signal indicator go off.
(13) Upon removal of the missed weft, the weaving machine reverses to the specified position and goes into

the normal operation.

NEVER reach out towards the TAPO's movable parts or operating areas while all lamps in the signal indi-
cator flash even if the TAPO is on halt. The TAPO will automatically and suddenly start operation.
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.2.2 Positioning of TAPO Compo-
nents and Related Parts

[ 1 ] Main nozzle
Adjust main nozzle bracket 3 to the right or left so
that gap "b" between the tips of the acceleration
tubes attached to main nozzles 1 and the right end
of cutter 2 comes to 10 mm. Secure main nozzle
bracket 3 with bolt 4.

NOTE: The above gap should not exceed 12 mm:
otherwise, the missed-pick rate will increase.

[ 2 ] Movable cutter components
[ 2.1 ] Cutter cylinder
(1) Temporarily screw nut 2 onto tube 1 of the cut-

ter cylinder, by "A" mm from the end of the
tube.

(2) Set the crank angle to the specified angle.
(3) Adjust nut 2 so that the distance from the top

of cylinder bracket 6 to the bottom of cylinder
cap 4 comes to "C" mm.

(4) Make sure that cylinder cap 4 will push cutter
lever 5 and that there is "D" mm clearance
between cylinder cap 4 and cutter lever 5.

(5) Firmly tighten nut 2 and cylinder bracket 6.

3

Heald frames placed in nor-
mal position, standard stroke

Heald frames placed 8 mm to 
the rear, standard stroke

Heald frames placed 8 mm to 
the rear, long stroke

A C D Crank 
angle A C D Crank 

angle A C D Crank 
angle

With tuck-in device 0 35.5 25 135° 3 35.5 25 135° 8 35.5 25 135°
Without tuck-in device 5 35.5 15 180° 7.5 35.5 15 180° 7.5 35.5 15 180°
With 6-color shift and 
without tuck-in device 1 35.5 25 180° 4 35.5 25 180° 2.5 35.5 25 180°
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5.2  Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
[ 2.2 ] Cutter blades
(1) Secure cutter holder 8 to cutter bracket 7 with

two bolts 16 so that holder 8 shifts 1 mm to the
right from the right end of bracket 7.

(2) Open the upper and lower cutter blades by "a"
mm (see the table below) at their tips, then
tighten bolt 9 on cutter lever 5 with 3.3 N•m (34
kgf•cm) torque.

(3) Make sure that there are clearances X and Y
between cutter lever 5 and cutter bracket 9,
and between lower blade 10 and cutter holder
8, respectively.

(4) Press section A of cutter lever 5 with your fin-
ger in order to check that upper and lower
blades 10 and 11 smoothly work to cut off a
weft.

(5) Set the movable cutter regulator (C) to 390 to
440 kPa (4.0 to 4.5 kg•cm2G).

[ 2.3 ] Operational check of cutter compo-
nents

(1) After positioning the cutter components, touch
OPERATOR–MANUAL–TAPO to call up the
screen shown at left. Touch  to drive the
cutter cylinder.

(2) Check that upper and lower blades 10 and 11
smoothly shut to cut off a weft.

Opening amount "a"
Single-, 2-, and 4-

color versions 13 mm

6-color version 17 mm
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3 ] Blow nozzle, blow duct, and suction 
duct

(1) Adjust blow nozzle 2 to the right or left so that
the gap between its right end and the left end
of electromagnetic cutter 1 is 0.5 mm, then fix
blow nozzle 2 with bolt 3.

(2) Adjust blow duct 6 horizontally so that it comes
as near to the reed as possible and that its
weft suction hole 5 becomes almost aligned
with air flow hole of blow nozzle 2.
Adjust the height of blow duct 6 so that the
vertical distance from its top to the top of sley 8
comes to 108 mm. Then, secure blow duct 6
with bolt 7.

NOTE: Make sure that the lower end of blow
duct 6 does not interfere with the upper blade
of cutter 1 when the crank angle is 0°.

(3) Adjust suction duct (1) 9 so that the gap
between its left end and sensor actuator 10 is
2 mm, then fix suction duct (1) 9 with bolt 11.

NOTE: Make sure that suction duct (1) 9 does
not interfere with takeup roller 12 when the
crank angle is 180°.

(4) Adjust suction duct (2) 13 so that the gap
between its right end and the left end of suc-
tion duct (1) 9 is 13 to 15 mm, then secure
suction duct (2) 13 with bolt 14.
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5.2  Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
[ 4 ] Missed-pick sensor
(1) Make sure that sensor actuator 1 does not lie

in the way of weft passing through weft path 3
provided in suction duct 2 when the crank
angle is 180° (135° for machines with a tuck-in
device) and the nip cylinder is OFF (The TAPO
is not activated so that the nip roller is held
upwards).

(2) Make sure that sensor actuator 1 lies at the
point where it can detect weft passing through
weft path 3 in suction duct 2 when the crank
angle is 180° (135° for machines with a tuck-in
device) and the nip roller is ON (The TAPO is
activated so that the nip roller is lowered).

NOTE: If a weft is tangled around the missed-pick
sensor during TAPO operation, cut it off with scis-
sors without forcing it out. Otherwise, the sensor
actuator may be broken.
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
5.2.3 Air Pressure Adjustment for 
TAPO

The air pressures of the TAPO components (blow
nozzle 1, suction duct 2, nip rubber cylinder, and
movable cutter) can be set by operating the pres-
sure adjuster knobs 4 to 7 located on the outside of
left-hand side frame 3.

4: BL, Blow nozzle pressure adjuster knob
4a: Blow nozzle coupler
5: SU, Suction duct pressure adjuster knob
5a: Suction duct coupler
6: NI, Nip roller cylinder pressure adjuster

knob
6a: Nip roller coupler
7: Movable cutter pressure adjuster knob
7a: Movable cutter coupler

Adjust the air pressure of the TAPO components
according to the steps given below.
(1) Insert the plug of the pressure gauge into blow

nozzle coupler 4a, then pull BL knob 4 towards
you.
To increase the air pressure, turn BL knob 4
clockwise; to decrease it, turn it counterclock-
wise.
Set the air pressure at 245 kPa (2.5 kg/cm2G)
as standard. (The adjustable range is from 196
to 245 kPa (2.0 to 2.5 kg/cm2G).)

(2) Adjust the air pressures of the suction duct,
nip cylinder, and LH cutter by referring to step
(1). (See the table below.)

(3) Check the air pressure for proper level by
observing the weft pose seen between main
nozzle 8 and blow duct 9 and between 9 and
suction duct 10.
For the weft pose, see the figure shown at left.
A: Proper pressure
B: Low pressure
C: High pressure

Air pressure setting table

4 4a 7

7a

6a65

5a

Knob 
mark Component

Typical pressure
kPa kg/cm2G

BL Blow nozzle
245

(Range from 
196 to 245)

2.5
(Range from 2.0 

to 2.5)
SU Suction duct 392 4

NI

Nip roller 
cylinder 147 1.5

with TAPO 
blower (opt.)

245
(Range from 
192 to 392)

2.5
(Range from 2 

to 4)

C Movable
cutter 392 to 441 4 to 4.5
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5.2  Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
5.2.4 Function Panel Settings for 
TAPO Components

[ 1 ] Setting the cutting timing
(1) Touch FIXER–MENU–VALVE to call up the

screen shown at left. Enter the cutter timings
to the Cutter line.

NOTE: Any values out of the above setting
range cannot be accepted.
After completion of the cutting timing setting
on the function panel, run the machine and
check the actual weft cutting timing with a stro-
boscope. The actual cutting timing should be
25° to 30°.

(2) Touch OPERATOR–MANUAL–VALVE1 to call
up the screen shown at left. Touch LH cutter
to drive the rotary solenoid-driven cutter.

[ 2 ] Setting the reverse angle at weft miss
Touch FIXER–MENU–RUNSET(on BASIC menu)–
STANDARD to call up the screen shown at left.

You may set the "Reverse angle pick finding
(TAPO)" at which the machine stops the reed for
starting the TAPO operation.
The entry range of the reverse angle is from 120° to
240°. The typical value is 170°. If the tuck-in device
is used, it is 135°.

Cutting timing Entry range Typical value
ON timing 340° to 50° 25° to 30°

OFF timing 160° to 230° 205° to 210°
(ON timing + 180°)
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
[ 3 ] Checking the TAPO operation
Touch FIXER–MENU–TAPO(on FUNCTION menu)–
STANDARD to call up the screen shown at left.
Touch STANDARD or EXTENSION to set the follow-
ing items:
The initial settings are as follows:
• TAPO auto: ON
• Auto processing mode: Standard

• Motor RPM: Medium
• Length of missed weft (XXX):

Drawing-in width + 50 mm
• Min. restartable length: -500 mm
• Time deviated pin-blow: 0 ms
• Rev. angle on cutting: 0°
• Cutting blow: OFF
• TAPO operating picks: 10

• Excessive TAPO operation warning: ON
• Limit gauge: 3/10000
• Error criterion-time: STOP

STANDARD settings
Auto processing mode

If NORMAL is selected, the machine measures the
missed weft length. Depending upon that length, it
restarts or stops the operation.
If HIGH is selected, the machine automatically
sucks missed wefts into the TAPO suction duct and
takes them up by the intermittent operation of the
nip roller, without measuring the missed weft length
in order to speed up the TAPO operation.

Select HIGH when you use filaments or yarns
which will not break or when missed wefts also may
be sucked into the suction duct at picking due to
weak weft insertion.
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5.2  Toyota Automatic Pick Operator (TAPO), Optional
EXTENSION settings
Minimum restartable length

You may set the range of missed weft length
allowed for restarting. The machine automatically
measures the missed weft length "A" when the
TAPO is in operation.

If the "A" satisfies the following formula, the
machine can restart:

Min. set value < "A" 

where,

Min. set value: "Missed weft length preset
automatically"– "Min. restartable length"

Rev. angle on cutting (To be used when the
TAPO is equipped with a movable cutter.)

When the TAPO cutter cuts a missed weft, the
weaving machine rotates the nip roller in the
reverse direction by the angle specified here in
order to decrease the missed weft tension for pre-
venting the missed weft from working out of the
main nozzle due to the back tension. The typical
value is 0°.

The following setting items should be set if a
missed weft cannot be easily sucked into the blow
duct. (Touch FIXER–MENU–DEMOPASS(on
MAINTENANCE menu) and determine the setting
values while checking the actual weft state in prac-
tical TAPO operation.)

Cutting blow (applicable to those machines
having a cutting blow valve)

If you set the cutting blow to ON, the machine will
activate the cutting blow valve at the same time
when it activates the EDP's electromagnetic pin in
TAPO operation.
Usually, this setting should be OFF. If a missed weft
cannot be pulled back due to the yarn guide in 4-
color or 6-color drum shift, this setting should be set
to ON.

Time deviated pin-blow
If you specify a delay angle, the machine activates
the electromagnetic pin later than the TAPO blow
for the amount of the specified time.

This function should be used when the machine
rpm is high, the cutting blow above is used, or the
machine is equipped with a tuck-in device. The set-
ting value should be within the range from 5 to 10
ms.
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5.  WEFT INSERTING MOTION
WARNING settings
Excessive TAPO operation warning

If the "Excessive TAPO operation warning" is set to
ON, the machine displays the alarm message
"TAPO: Excessive operations" and make the green
lamp of the signal indicator flash when a TAPO
operation takes place more than the number of
times specified in "Limit gauge."

Limit gauge
The "Limit gauge" sets the number of TAPO opera-
tion times during the specified sampling picks, by
which the machine judges the state as abnormal.

Error criterion-time
If STOP is selected for this item, the machine does
not restart after the TAPO operation (even if the
TAPO operation ends successfully). If WARNING is
selected, the machine restarts after the TAPO oper-
ation.

In the sample settings on the above screen, if
TAPO operation takes place 3 times or more during
10,000 picks, then the machine will display the
alarm message and make the green lamp flash but
will not restart even after the successful end of the
TAPO operation.
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